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Welcome to the latest British
Nature Guide e-magazine

Our aim is to encourage a wider
appreciation of nature in all of its
forms. You will find topical features
about British wildlife, as well as
articles about threats to our natural
environment.

For those who like to see wildlife
abroad, the British Nature Guide on
tour pages will include profiles of
some of the species our team have
seen, and information about the
places we have visited.

We hope that you discover
something new in themagazine, but
most of all we hope that it inspires
you to get out and spend quality time
with nature.
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Information about the British Nature
Guide website
www.britishnatureguide.com

If you have enjoyed reading this e-
magazine then youmight like to check
out our website. It is a photographic
record of the wildlife seen by our team,
focusing mainly on British species, but
also including some species seen on trips
abroad.

More than 1800 species of British
invertebrates, birds, plants, mammals,
reptiles, fungi and amphibians are
featured on the site.

To encourage children to develop a love
for nature we have set up a Resources
for Children section where you will find
photographs, fact sheets and activity
sheets about mini-beasts, birds,
mammals, amphibians, reptiles and
plants. This section is aimedmainly at
children from 4-12 years old.

All of the resources are free to enjoy,
download and to use for non-profit
purposes by teachers, childminders,
parents and all other child-carers.

IN THENEXT ISSUE
� Winter birds on the Paphos

headland

� Eye spy observation test

� A focus on the blackbird

� Nature Crossword for all

AUTUMN2021

With international travel limited due to the
ongoing Covid 19 pandemic, why not take
the opportunity to get out, explore the
countryside, and spend time with nature in
the UK? Youmight be surprised by how
much you find.

NatureThe British

Guide

OURWORLDNEEDS YOURHELP
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H D R I B K C A L B
L C O M M A P N N H
S E B I K B E I U C
P T W R E N A B T N
M R A D Y A C O H I
A F O R N W O R A F
G I D S L E C O T D
P O J R M I K H C L
I G A T E S N I H O
E B Y L P C I G E G

W O R DSearch
Eight birds and two butterflies youmight find in the garden (Quite tricky)
Thewords you are looking for are at the bottom of the page

The words can be spelt forwards, backwards or diagonally.

Wren, Jay,Magpie, Goldfinch, Nuthatch, Robin, Blackbird, Starling, Peacock and Comma.
Finished? Go to page 42 to check the answers



Sparrow: Reading &Drawing for Children who are new to nature
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� I am a bird.

� I havewings.

� I can fly.

� I like to live near people.

� I eat seeds.

I am a sparrow Draw
ablank
Your go.Draw and colour a

picture of a Sparrow in the box.
Have Fun!



Test yourwildlife general knowledge

1 -Would you find aWombat in South America or Australia?

2–Which is the heaviest, an adultmale African Elephant or a
Whale Shark?

3–Whirligig, Scarab andDung are all types of which insect?

4– Inwhich continentwould you findwild gorillas?

5–Which is the only continentwhere you can see Alpacas in
thewild?

6– Is a Snapdragon a plant or an insect?

7–Chimney, Vaux’s andWhite-throated are types of which
bird species inNorth America?

8– Is Chicken-of-the-Woods a bird, a fungus or a flowering
plant?

9–Would you find aWalrus in the Arctic or the Antarctic?

10–What kind of creature is a Slow Loris?

11:The letters of these five British shore birds have been
muddled up. Rearrange the letters to identify the species.

� DREGINPROVEL � WURCLE � NOTSUNTER

� CHEERYCATTORS � PULPERPRADSNIPE

What’s in a name? . . .

Our butterflies have not always been known by the names
they have today. Here are some names that have been
used for them over the last few hundred years. Just for fun
can you guess what they are called now?

� LineolaSkipper � CloudedArgus � WoodBlue

� Rock-eyedUnderwing � GreasyFritillary.

Mini Quiz: Youwill find the answers on page 42

Can you identify the bird in the photo above?M
in

iQ
ui
z
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Can you identify this semi-aquatic African mammal?
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intonature

Look. . read. . copy

LOOK READ COPY

Trees

Lion

Robin

Spider

FirCones

 rststeps
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POPPY

WE ARE ALL

SMALL RED DAMSELFLY

CARDINAL BEETLE

RED SQUIRREL

Ladybird

NORTHERN CARDINAL

Red
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Howmany animals, plants, insects and birds can you think of with names that begin with the letter B? Write them
down on a piece of paper, or print off this page….. I have thought of Blackbird, Beetle, Butterfly and Buttercup.

Why not make it into a competition with your family or friends? See who can think of the most things that start with the letter B.

SOMETHING BEGINNING WITH . . . B
Get your thinking caps on

The British Nature Guide Summer 2021 Page 09



Butterflies in the park
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Howmany of the butterflies in the park pictured below can you identify?
Some are more difficult than others. You will find some of these butterflies in later articles in this magazine.

Write your answers in the boxes under the pictures. Answers on page 43

GuessWho?. . .

1

4

7

2

5

8

3

6

9

Indentification: for adults and children of all ages
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ISpy
with my little eye

I spywithmy little eye. . .

� Something beginning with. . . B

� Something beginning with. . . F

� Something beginning with. . . R

� Something beginning with. . . D

� Something beginning with. . . S

� Something beginning with. . . G

� Something beginning with. . . L

� Something beginning with. . . W

� Something beginning with. . . T

� Something beginning with. . . A

You can check your answers on page 42
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Can you guess the name of this creature from the clues below? To find out ‘what I am’ go to page 16, where
youwill discovermore information about these fascinating creatures.

What
am I?

• I am amammal.

• I have large eyes, big or small ears, and a big nose.

• I am nocturnal.

• As a baby I have 22 teeth. As an adult I can have up
to 38 teeth, depending on which species I am.

• Instead of arms, I have wings. I am the only mammal
that can fly!

• I do not have feathers like birds, instead I have long
and very thin finger bones. They are connected
together by a thin layer of elastic skin which stretches
open when I fly.

• I fly at night using echolocation. This means I send
out sounds that bounce off objects and echo back. This
gives me information on the size, and how far away,
objects are. This helps me tomove safely in the dark
and helps me locate my food.

• I cannot stand upright, instead I hang upside down in
trees, buildings and caves. This is where I roost during
the day.

•My young are called pups.

CAN you guess what I am BASED ON THE
CLUES OPPOSITE?
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Ladybirds
Whatdoyouknowabout thesepopular insects?

Ladybirdseataphids–a lotofaphids.
Theycaneataround50aday.

ADULT

Ladybird larvacannotfly.Theyeataphids, just like theadults.

LARVA

Ladybirdshavewings foldedupunder theirwingcasings.
Theyarequite strongflyers.

PUPA

Notall Ladybirds, evenof thesamespecies, are thesamesize.

InAmericaLadybirdsare
knownasLadybugs.

DIFFERENCES

Thespecieson thispage is theSeven-spotLadybird. It isoneof themostnumerousnative species in theUK.Ladybirds startas
eggs,when larvahatch fromtheeggs they looknothing like theadults.Whenthe larva is ready to turn intoanadult it attaches
itself toa fenceor leafandturns intoapupa.Theadult forms inside thepupaandemergesa fewweeks later



intonature

Wildlife facts for younger children

 rststeps
I am a baby Rabbit.
I am called a kitten.
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This is a baby duck.
Baby ducks are
called ducklings.

I am a cygnet.
When I grow up
I will be a swan

We are caterpillars.

Whenwe growwe
will be butterflies
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The British

Guide
Nature

Nine birds for older children
to look for in the summer

On this page you will find nine birds to
look for in the summer. You will not find
them all in a park or garden.

At the bottom of the page say howmany
you found, say which you liked the best,
and say why you liked them somuch

Buzzard

Mute Swan

Collared Dove Great Spotted
Woodpecker

Meadow Pipit

Oystercatcher Rook Swallow

Great Tit

Howmany did you find:

Why I liked them . . .

My favourites were . . .



� Some bat species eat fruit and nectar. Others eat insects,
frogs, lizards and fish.

� Three species of Vampire Bats in South America survive
by eating blood!

� Bats will fly up to 10 kilometres from their roosting site
each night in search of food.

� Youwill not find bats in the Arctic or the Antarctic. They
are also missing from some remote islands.

� The largest species weigh around 1.4 kilograms and have
wingspans of up to 5 feet. (1.5 metres)

� The smallest species weigh just 2 grams with a wingspan
of only 6 inches. (15 cms)

� There are more than 1400 species of bats in the world.
17 species breed in the UK.

� Hundreds of species of fruit are pollinated by bats.
Without bats there would be no bananas.

� Some bats can eat their own body weight in insects every
night, catching up to 3000 insects.

� Bats can live for up to 40 years.

Page 16Our world is worth saving Summer 2021

The bat in the photo above is called a Flying Fox. Flying Foxes can be seen in Australia, Asia andAfrica. They are known
as Flying Foxes, because their heads and necks are covered by orange hair like a Fox. During the day they hang upside
down in treeswith their wingswrapped around their bodies for insulation against the heat. A group of Flying Foxes
roosting in trees is called a camp.

What am I?I am a Bat
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A test of yourwildlife knowledge.

1. How fast can a Sailfish swim?
30, 50 or 70miles an hour.

2. Sandwich, Arctic and Black are
species of which bird?

3.Which part of a tree can be
palmate, pinnate, lobed, or
lanceolate?

4.What are Zander and
Gudgeon?

5. The Scarlet Pimpernel can
occur in which two different
colours?

6.What are baby Seals called?

7.What do we call the deep call
made by a Bittern?

8.What colour is theMountain

Hare in winter?

9.Marmalade, Dance, Stiletto,

Assassin and Horse are all types

of which insect?

10. Smooth, Great-crested and
Palmate are types of which

amphibian creature?

11. In the UK, what type of insect
is a Glow-worm? Beetle or

Grasshopper.

12.Where in the world would you

find aWestern Quoll?

(The answers are at the bottom of

the page)

MOTHTEASER
Above is the adult and below is the caterpillar
of a summermoth in the UK.
Can you identify the species?
See below for the answer.

AROUNDTHEGLOBE
The species named below occur in the wild in
either Africa, Asia, or South America. You just
need to decide which.

Armadillo, Lesser Bird-of-Paradise. Zebra
Tiger, Springbok, Jaguar, Okapi, Orangutan
Wildebeest, KomodoDragon, Sloth, Giraffe
Anaconda, Spectacled Bear, Giant Panda

You can check howwell you have done on
page 43 1–ASailfishcanswimupto70miles

anhour.

2–Sandwich,ArcticandBlackare

speciesofTern.

3–Leavesonatreecanbepalmate,

pinnate,lobed,orlanceolate.

4–ZanderandGudgeonarespecies

offish.

5–TheScarletPimpernelcanbered

orblue.

6–BabySealsarecalledpups.

7–ThedeepcallmadebyaBitternis

calledaboom.

8–Inwinter,theMountainHareis

whiteincolour.

9–Marmalade,Dance,Stiletto,

AssassinandHorsearealltypesoffly.

10–Smooth,Great-crestedand

Palmatearetypesofnewt.

11–IntheUK,aGlow-wormisatype

ofbeetle.

12–YouwouldfindaWesternQuoll

inSouth-westAustralia

MOTHTEASER

Thepicturesofamothandcaterpillar

aboveareoftheRubyTigermoth-

Phragmatobiafuliginosa

FamilyTeasers PUSHME-PULL YOU
Can you identify the species
merged together above?
Both can be seen in the UK.
(Answer on page 42)



How well do you know your
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Match the summer plants to their names – youmay need to use a book or the internet to identify some of the species
You can check your answers on page 42

A B C D

E F G H

Summer flowers?
Yarrow Common Restharrow Field Bindweed Common Mallow

Honeysuckle Viper’s Bugloss Borage Common Ragwort
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Slugs live in damp places. They look shiny and feel slimy

Slug snippets
In Britain the Great Grey Slug, also
known as the Leopard Slug, because it
has spots, can grow up to 20cm long.
You can see this slug to the right

Slugs eyes are at the end of two stalks
sticking out of their heads.

Slugs do not breathe through their
mouths like we do. They breathe
through a hole in the side of their neck.
This hole is called a pneumostome. You
can see it clearly in the picture above.

Slugs do not have teeth.

You will often find slugs hiding under
rocks or logs during the day.

If slugs stay in the sun for too long they
will die. That is whymost slugs come
out at night to eat plants.

One of the easiest slugs to see is the
Black Slug, pictured right

Slugs



Insects to be spotted this summer

Howmany of these insects can you identify? You can check your answers by going to the next page.Why not test yourself? Print
out this page and the next one, then carefully cut out the pictures from this page.

Try to stick the pictures in the right box on your copy of page 21.
Howmany can you get right?

InsectIdenti cation

Page 20Our world is worth saving Summer 2021



Insects to be spotted this summer

InsectIdenti cation
These are the names of the species shown on page 19with some information about each of them.

The descriptions are in the same order as the photos.
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LADYBIRD

There are 46 species of
Ladybird in the UK. They are
not all red with black spots.

Some are yellow, others orange,
some brown and some are

black with red spots.

CENTIPEDE

There are 57 species of
centipede in the UK. They do
not have 100 legs. Some

species have as few as 30 legs,
others as many as 202 legs

SHIELD BUG

Given the name because the
adult shape is like a knight’s

shield. The young look nothing
like the adults. If you did not

know you might think that they
were different species.

ANT

At just over 1cm in length the
SouthernWood Ant is the

largest species of Ant in the UK.

GRASSHOPPER

Grasshoppers have very
powerful hind legs. Larger
species can jump around 30
inches. This remarkable ability

helps them to escape
predators.

MILLIPEDE

Millipedes do have a lot of legs,
but they do not have a

thousand. Most have less
than 100.

EARWIG

Female Earwigs have long
straight pincers. The male

pincers are curved, as shown in
the photo. When you next see
one you will be able to say

whether it is a male or female.

BACKSWIMMER

This insect swims upside down
just below the surface of ponds.
It has two long legs which it

uses as paddles.

BEETLE

More than 4000 species of
beetle live in the UK. The

largest is the Stag Beetle which
can reach 75mm in length.

WEEVIL

Weevils have a snout called a
rostrum. Some are very long
and thin like the one shown in
the photo. Most species of
Weevil are less than half a

centimetre in length

PLANT BUG

Most Plant Bugs feed on plants,
they are quite small and not
easy to find. They come in lots

of different colours.

WOODLOUSE

It might surprise you to hear
that theWoodlouse is a
crustacean and that it is a

distant relative of the Lobster.
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RED-CRESTEDPOCHARD (NETTARUFINA)

First recorded in Norfolk in 1818, this colourful species has now
established a feral population in the UK, especially in the southern
counties.

While numbers are boosted by occasional wild birds frommainland
Europe, there remains a strong contingent of suspected escapees.
Found on lakes and reservoirs, this species recurs at favoured sites
such as Finsbury Park in North London where up to seven drakes
can often be seen during the winter months.

This allows for close views of these handsome birds and sometimes
of their elaborate courting ritual (seen below) involving themale
retrieving weeds from deep under the water to present to a
sometimes unimpressed female as an offering.

Mainly silent, as befits a species whose appearance alone is so
striking, this species has a stronghold in France, the Netherlands,
Germany, Spain and Turkey. In the winter months many birds
migrate southwards to Africa and the Indian subcontinent.

While the male is unmistakable with
his prominent red eyes and bill, the
female has more subtle markings
though both have broad white wing
bars which show clearly in flight.

Often associating with Pochards
and Tufted Ducks, while feeding
mainly on aquatic plants, insects,
small fish and larvae, this species
now has a small UK breeding
population (around 10-21 pairs).

The females choose lakeside
nesting areas amidst vegetation and
usually lay 8-12 eggs, incubating
them alone for around four weeks.

Unsurprisingly a species still
popular in aviary collections
worldwide, including the zoos of
North America.

TheGreatEscape
introduced species now free to fly
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MANDARIN (AIXGALERICULATA)
Originally introduced to the UK fromChina as a prized addition to ornamental wildfowl collections, theMandarin is a bird of

outstanding beauty which has also proven highly adaptable.

TheGreatEscape
introduced species now free to fly

Mainly due to escapees prospering in the wild, this species now has a UK breeding population of around 2,300 and appears well

established. Foundmainly on lakes with overhanging trees and bushes, these colourful birds often rest concealed on islands and

present a spectacular sight when they take to the water to feed on aquatic plants, insects, snails and small fish. As with Red-

crested Pochards, Mandarins have favoured sites such as Grovelands and Trent Parks in North London where numerous pairs

are often present. Largely a silent species, males sometimes produce a short sharp whistle or the females a brief quack.

Unusually, Mandarins nest in waterside trees often higher than 5metres with the chicks negotiating a steep drop on emerging.

Formerly widespread in the Far East, this species has suffered a serious population decline in China and eastern Russia due to

forest destruction though it retains a stronghold in Japan with around 5,000 pairs, and has a growing feral population in

mainland Europe. Closely related to its North American cousin theWoodDuck (Aix sponsa), theMandarin has also prospered

when escaping/released from captivity in the United States with sizeable feral populations in North Carolina and California.

In October 2018, aMandarin causedmuch excitement by appearing in Central Park, New York, bringing birdwatchers from far

and wide. Thought to mate for life, Mandarins remain a symbol for fidelity in China and Korea where their beauty is often also

represented in art.



On the site of the former Orgreave Colliery and Coking

Works now sits Yorkshire’s largest mixed-use development.

The site itself has been renamedWaverley, perhaps as a nod

to aWaverley Coal Company that operated here in the

1900s and a sign that the history of this place will forever be

a part of it. Still, with its new name comes something of a

fresh start.

Alongside houses and businesses, an abundance of wildlife

has reclaimed the once toxic land andmade its home. Central

to the landscape is a lake area where you can find over 170

different species of bird, including curlew, arctic tern, little

ringed plover as well as the Canada geese, coots andmute

swans.

Left: Lake view showing Canada Geese, Coots and aMute
Swan in the far distance.
Skylarks and partridges can also be found among the

scrubland around the lake. Arguably the most striking feature

of this reclaimed land is the colourful wildflowers that grow

across the former brownfield site. In the summertime, these

bright poppies flower providing the whole site with a

wonderful splash of colour.

Below:
Poppies that grow amongst the grasses on site.
Themany plants and grasses that grow here attract a variety

of insects, including the red-tailed bumblebee, seen on the

opposite page - teasel , common blue damselfly, garden cross

spiders and six-spot burnet moths.
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Waverley
Flora and fauna find a new home

Orgreave to



Red-tailed Bumblebee on Teasel

One of the easiest Bumblebees to find and identify the Red-
tailed can be found over most of the UK throughout the
summer. Teasel is a large prickly plant with purple flowers.
The dried seed heads can survive through the winter.

The British Nature Guide Summer 2021 Page 25

The land will continue to be developed with more housing and businesses planned for construction over the next nine years,
but the good news is that over 300 acres of greenspace have been set aside as a long-term home for wildlife and the
placement of public footpaths will allow everyone to enjoy this once contaminated area.

Waverley
Flora and fauna find a new home

Orgreave to

Six-spot BurnetMoth

This species can be found in grassy areas. The food plant of
the caterpillar is Common Bird’s-foot Trefoil.

Garden Cross Spider
Named after the cross-shapedmarkings on the abdomen, this
is one of our most common garden spiders. The colours do vary
on different individuals, but the markings remain the same.

CommonBlue Damselfly

The Common Blue Damselfly is one of several similar
looking Damselflies in the UK. They are only about 3cm in
length so easy to overlook. Found near water from spring to
autumn all across the UK.
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W O R DSearch
AUSTRALIANBIRDNAMES

There are 21 Australian bird names hidden in the grid below. They can be spelt forwards or backwards, and can
be horizontal, vertical or diagonal. All you have to do is find them. Tomake it more of a challenge do not look in
the box belowwhere the names are listed.

Words hidden in wordsearch above
Unlikely as some of these namesmight sound they are all types of bird found in Australia.

Drongo, Riflebird, Pitta, Gibberbird, Triller, Jabiru, Origma, Koel, Calamanthus, Coucal, Boobook, Chowchilla, Brolga,
Logrunner, Baza, Catbird, Frogmouth, Apostlebird, Lorikeet, Emu and Chat.

You can find a little more about these species on the next page.
If there are any you cannot find, you will find the answer sheet on page 43
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Drongo There are 30 species of Drongo
in the world, but just one, the Spangled
Drongo occurs in Australia. It is a noisy
black bird, with a forked tail, slightly
larger in size than the European
Blackbird. They feed on insects which
they capture in flight or on the ground.
They are excellent at mimicking the calls
of other birds.

Riflebird Three species of Riflebird can
be found along Australia’s east coast. The
Paradise, Victoria’s and theMagnificent.
They are not brightly coloured, but they
are birds-of-paradise. One other bird-of-
paradise is found in Australia, the
TrumpetManucode.

PittaOnly 2 species of these colourful,
short-tailed birds are regular breeders in
Australia. The Noisy and the Rainbow
Pitta. They are restricted to coastal
rainforests andmangroves in the north
and east. These thrush-sized birds skulk
in dense undergrowth for much of the
time.

Gibberbird Similar in appearance to a
pipit or a chat, this dull yellow bird lives in
central Australia. It used to be called the
Desert Chat. It spends most of its time on
the ground, favouring dry stony ground. It
does not migrate and is endemic to
Australia

Triller The 2 species of Triller found in
Australia are members of the cuckoo-
shrike family. The Varied Triller has a
restricted range and is only found in
coastal areas in the north and east. The
White-winged Triller can be found all over
Australia. They are about the same size as
a Nightingale.

Jabiru is another name for the Black-
necked Stork. It is a very big bird, standing
up to 1.2 metres tall, with a wingspan of
more than 2metres. Found near rivers
and in wetland areas over much of
northern Australia.

Origma This endemic species looks like a
warbler, which explains why it is also
known as the RockWarbler. It has grey
wings and reddish-brown underparts. It
occurs only in rocky areas of New South
Wales and is the only endemic species in
that state. It has a distinctive sideways tail
flick.

Koel Just one species of Koel occurs in
Australia, the Eastern or Pacific Koel. It is
a type of Cuckoo, migrating into Australia
from its wintering grounds in NewGuinea

and Indonesia. It keeps to deep cover and
is rarely seen, even though its ‘coo-ee’
song is frequently heard. Themale is
glossy black. The female has barred
rufous undersides, a boldly striped tail
and a cream spotted back. Both male and
female have bright red eyes.

Calamanthus The 3 Fieldwren species of
Australia have the alternative name of
Calamanthus. They are streaked and look
a little like Dunnocks. They are found in
dry shrubby areas in Tasmania as well as
in the south/west of mainland Australia.

CoucalA large dark-coloured long-tailed
Cuckoo. Found in riverside vegetation
and cane fields all across the top half of
Australia. Spends a lot of time on or near
the ground. One of the only Cuckoo
species to build its own nest. Themale
takes onmost of the incubation duties
and feeding of the young.

Boobook This adaptable species of owl
can be found in all types of habitat all over
Australia, wherever there is forest or
scrubland for it to nest in and hunt over.
At least 8 separate sub-species are
recognised in Australia. It was named
after its boo-book hooting call. It is the
smallest owl species in Australia, as well
as being themost common.

Brolga The Brolga is the most
widespread of the 2 crane species in
Australia. The other species, the Sarus
Crane, is foundmainly in northern
Queensland. The Brolga can be found in
all types of wetlands, grasslands and even
crop fields over most of north and east
Australia. Often seen soaring high in
thermals.

Logrunner This small (finch-sized) bird is
restricted to the east coast of Australia. It
steers clear of people and feeds in the
leaf-litter of lowland subtropical forests,
scratching the leaves and soil aside to find
insects. It has two bold white flashes on
the wing.

Baza This crested bird of prey, is grey
above and boldly striped on its belly,
wings and tail. It is slightly smaller than an
Osprey. It lives in the east and north of
the continent where it favours woodlands
to hunt and nest. It feeds mainly on
insects, but will take small birds, mammals
and frogs.

Catbird The Green Catbird can be found
all along the eastern coast of Australia,
wherever there are rainforests.

It got its name because of its cat-like
mewing call. As its name suggests the
Green Catbird is a green coloured bird. It
is slightly larger than a European Starling.

Chowchilla This species is in the same
family of birds as the Logrunner. Found
only in northernQueensland, foraging for
food on rainforest floors. Dark on the
back, with white undersides. Female has
an orange patch on neck. Not currently
considered threatened, but ongoing
habitat destruction could change that
very quickly

Frogmouth The Tawny Frogmouth can be
found all over Australia. The two other
species, theMarbled and Papuan
Frogmouths have very restricted ranges.
Frogmouths hunt for insects during the
night, and roost motionless in trees
during the day relying on their tree-bark
camouflage feathers.

Apostlebird Found inland over most of
the eastern half of Australia. This dull-
grey bird is slightly larger than a
European Blackbird. It is a very sociable
bird with family members working
together during the breeding season.
These birds feed on the ground and build
a mud nest on a tree branch. These birds
will roost, huddled together on a branch.
In the winter, several families will join
together in flocks of up to 100 birds.

LorikeetOne of themany names given to
the 56 different types of parrot in
Australia. The others are Cockatoo,
Corella, Parrot, Galah, Fig-Parrot, King-
Parrot, Cockatiel, Rosella, Ringneck and
Bonnet. There are 8 species of Lorikeet
with the noisy Rainbow Lorikeet being the
most well-known and widespread.

Emu The Emu is the largest flightless bird
in Australasia and can reach a height of
nearly 2metres. The brown feathers look
more like hair, and there are no obvious
wings. The female will lay up to a dozen
emerald green eggs into a scape on the
ground. Themale incubates the eggs and
looks after the chicks until they are old
enough to fend for themselves.

Chat There are 4 species of chat in
Australia with the brightest andmost
wide ranging being the Crimson Chat.
Australian Chats are not in the same
family as the chats we would see in the
UK, instead they are actually related to
the Australian Honeyeaters.

Information about the species hidden in the wordsearch
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� There are around 80million breeding
pairs of birds in the UK, down from
around 100million pairs 60 years ago.

� What we know in Europe as the Little
Auk is known as the Dovekie in North
America. In the north of the UK the Black
Guillemot used to be known as a Dovekie.
Although this name no longer appears to
be in use, the Black Guillemot does still
have the commonly used alternative
name of Tystie in parts of the UK.

� One of the UK’s most numerous spring
migrant birds is theWillowWarbler with
more than 2million birds arriving back
each spring. One of the rarest is the Ring
Ouzel with only around 6 thousand birds
making the UK their summer home.

� In the UKwe think of Ospreys
wintering in Africa and returning to
Europe in the summer. In fact Ospreys
can be found on every continent except
Antarctica. In most places they are
migratory, except in Australasia they are a
resident breeding species.

� TheWrybill fromNewZealand is a
wading bird with a unique feature. Its bill
bends to the right. It is the only species of
bird in the world with a bill which bends
to one side.

� There are less than 5000 Christmas
Island Frigatebirds. The species is
considered vulnerable as it breeds only on
one island. Measures are in place to
protect breeding birds from disturbance,
but numbers continue to decline.

� The female Grey Partridge can lay up
to 20 eggs in one clutch. The usual clutch
size is about 15 eggs.

� The large feathers in a bird’s tail, used
for steering in flight are called the
rectrices.

� There are just over 10, 000 species of
birds in the world, of these only about 60
species are flightless. Species which lost
the ability to fly suffered as humans
invaded their lands. Many, particularly
species which had evolved on small
islands, found it impossible to compete
with introduced cats, rats and goats. The
most famous of the flightless species to
be lost was the Dodo.

Interestingfacts
Find out lots of amazing trivia about birds

Some scientific names for birds are quite easy to match to the common names,
for example Serinus serinus is a Serin, and Falco peregrinus is a Peregrine. Other
names seem to have been deliberately designed to mislead.

Can you guess which of these 20 common namesmatch the scientific names
listed on the left below? Some are what they might seem, others are not.

Go to page 43 to check howmany you have got right

Larus glaucoides Guillemot Feral Pigeon

Puffinus puffinus Calandra Lark Crossbill

Rallus aquaticus Shoveler Red-breasted Merganser

Platalea leucorodia Moorhen Corn Bunting

Spatula clypeata Puffin Glaucous Gull

Mergus merganser Starling Grasshopper Warbler

Passer domesticus Iceland Gull Cuckoo

Locustella naevia Water Rail Manx Shearwater

Emberiza calandra Goosander Spoonbill

Loxia curvirostra Avocet House Sparrow

TheHoatzin is found in the forests of the Amazon andOrinoco river basins.
The young have claws on their wings to help them tomove around in trees.

Hoatzins eat leaves and they are known as Skunkbirds because of their
unpleasant odour. They are poor flyers. No other bird species are even closely
related to Hoatzins.



� Most Robins in the UK are resident, but some domigrate
to Europe during the winter months.

� There are around 7million pairs of Robins in the UK and
they are one of the most familiar garden birds, recognised by
even non-birdwatchers.

� Robins usually lay between 2-4 eggs in the nest. They are
creamy coloured and speckled with pale brownmarkings.
The eggs hatch after two weeks of incubation. It takes
another twoweeks for the chicks to grow large enough to
leave the nest. Once out of the nest, the parents continue to
feed their young for another two to three weeks.

� Up to 90million pairs of Robins breed in Europe each
year.

� Young Robins do not get their red breasts until their first
moult which usually take place about twomonths after they
have left the nest. The photo above on the right is of a young
Robin during its first moult.

� Robins will eat worms, insects, fruit and seeds. They are
known to stay close to gardeners, waiting for invertebrates
to be unearthed.

� Very few Robins live for more than two years, andmost
do not survive their first year. The young can be taken by
Magpies and squirrels, the adults by cats, dogs, and birds of
prey.

� Robins can be found all over Europe, except for northern
Scandinavia. Some birds from Southern Europe winter in
North Africa and theMiddle East.

� The American Robin is actually a species of thrush, more
closely related to our Blackbird. It was given the name by
early settlers because of its red breast.

� There are several Robin species in Australasia, with
several having red or pink breasts. They are not related to
the European Robin which is a member of the OldWorld
Flycatcher family theMuscicapidae. Australian Robins are in
the Petroicidae family.

� In the 18th century postmenwere give the nickname of
‘Robins’ because of their red uniforms. It was at that time
that Robins became associated with Christmas cards, and
still are to this day.

� Robins form pairs for the breeding season when they
become very territorial. For the rest of the year they live
solitary lives.

� The Anglo-Saxons knew the Robin as the Ruddock.
Centuries later it had become known as the Robinet. Those
names are no longer used, now the bird is commonly called
the Robin or the Robin Redbreast.

� Some other similar looking species have Robin as part of
their name. In Asia they haveMagpie-Robins. There are
several species of Robin-chats in Africa.

� Unsuccessful attempts weremade in the 1800s to
introduce Robins to the USA, Canada, New Zealand and
Australia.

� In 2015 a nationwide poll chose the Robin as the national
bird of the United Kingdom. Surprisingly the second place
bird was the BarnOwl.
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the Robin - Erithacus rubecula
focuson
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Background to our Twitter
Hashtag Challenges.

Our intention when we set up the
website was to show people that
you do not need to be an expert to
see and enjoy interesting wildlife.

Wewanted to show that anyone
can see rare and beautiful plants
and creatures, as long as they take
the time and trouble to look for
them.

We also wanted to show our
support for conservation
initiatives, and to help to highlight
the issues of environmental
destruction and climate change.
We set up a Twitter account in
November 2014 to help to get the
message out to more people.

We are grateful to the 57
thousand people who follow us.
Since then we havemoved on to
Facebook and Instagram.

For posts on Twitter of photos of
wildlife, other than birds you have
seen this year, why not add our
other hashtag
#OurWorldIsWorthSaving

#BirdsSeenIn2021
Hashtag Challenge on Twitter
An invitation to take part

To help us to cope with the restrictions and stress caused by the Covid pandemic in
2020we decided to do regular weekendHashtag Challenges on Twitter.

These featured plants, birds, insects, andmammals from all around the world. The
challenges were a great success with hundreds of people taking part and the hashtags
regularly trending on Twitter. At the end of each challenge we produced a list of the
species and countries involved.

For 2021we decided to run amore ambitious year-long Hashtag Challenge with the
intention of getting people from asmany countries in the world to contribute photos
of birds they had seen this year. This Challenge has started well, and we have started
doing a weekly Top 40 list of the countries with the most species featured in the
Challenge. This list is only to encourage a friendly rivalry.

A copy of the list for the 16th April is below. It has been great to see people in
countries from all over the world taking part. The Top 10 includes countries from
North and South America, Asia, Australasia, Africa, and Europe.

The Challenge is not intended as a photographic competition. People can join in with
photos or film they have taken with cameras or phone. The bird is more important
than the image.

Lists for all countries are updated weekly on our website and there is a monthly
update on the total number of species featured in the challenge so far. By the end of
March 1757 species, out of the approximately 10,600 species in the world, had been
featured. There are currently species featured from 95 countries with more
countries and species being added each week.

Please remember, do not disturb nesting, feeding or roosting birds, just to get a closer
photo. The quality of the photo is not as important as the welfare of the subject.

If you would like to take part in our Hashtag Challenge all you need to do is post
photos of birds taken in 2021 on Twitter, adding #BirdsSeenIn2021, the name of the
bird species if you know it, the country the photo was taken and a little about the bird.

Whooper Swan
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W O R DSearch
NORTHAMERICANBIRDNAMES

The hidden names can be spelt forwards or backwards, and they can be horizontal, vertical or diagonal. If you
need any help, the names are at the bottom of the page. The answer sheet can be found on page 44.

To get things started Tropicbird is highlighted. The 32 other names you are looking for are listed at the bottom of the page, but if you
want a real challenge cover up the names and see howmany you can find without any help.

Below are the bird names hidden in the wordsearch above.
Murre, Nighthawk,Murrelet, Tattler, Bluebird, Loon, Sapsucker,Mockingbird, Flicker, Vireo, Noddy, Chachalaca, Caracara,

Pelican, Frigatebird, Grackle,Meadowlark, Pewee, Auklet, Grosbeak, Chickadee, Jacana, Gnatcatcher, Thrasher, Hummingbird,
Kinglet. Jaeger, Junco, Towhee, Ani, Pauraque andAuk.
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Come late spring, nature is alivewith the cheerful
sound of warblers withmuch to relate after their
long journeys from sub-Saharan Africa.

More remarkable still is that these tiny birds have

covered the vast distances to their European breeding

grounds entirely alone.

All the migrant warbler species we are most familiar

with in the UK (including ReedWarbler, SedgeWarbler,

Blackcap,Whitethroat and LesserWhitethroat) are

solitary flyers who have negotiated the threat of

predators and severe weather conditions to reach their

destination through their own courage, survival

instincts and navigation skills.

By contrast the Paridae who brighten our gardens,

parks and woodlands with their colourful presence and

song (including Blue tits, Great Tits, Long-tailed Tits

and Coal Tits) only cover relatively short distances on

their domestic migration and travel in mixed flocks

which in winter can amount to several hundred birds.

Most gregarious of all, Long-tailed Tits tend to remain

in small flocks the year round, flitting around through

woodland, parks and hedgerows while making their

subtle endearing high-pitched calls.

troubadoursnature’s

and their varied journeys

REED WARBLER

BLACKCAP

LONG-TAILED TIT

BLUE TIT



Summermoths
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Try to identify the nine species below. Their names are at the bottom of the page.

Howwell do you know your

All of the moths above can be attracted to light on summer nights in the UK. Some do not range over the whole of the country.
If you would like to see these, and lots more species, for yourself, why not look out for a moth trapping event near where you
live. If you try moth trapping for yourself, please take care not to injure the moths, andmake sure to release them before the day
gets too warm so that they can find somewhere safe to spend the day. It is possible over the course of a year to attract several
hundred different species of moths to a trap in a small garden.

Top row left to right : RibandWave, Buff-tip, Canary-shouldered Thorn Middle row left to right : TheMiller, Small
Blood-vein, Clouded Border Bottom row left to right : SmallMagpie, V-Pug, ScallopedOak



All the more troubling then, that this species is now on the red list (highest conservation priority) in Britain, despite retaining a
widespread population across most of Europe, Turkey and theMiddle East.

Less sociable than Song Thrushes (who often fly in flocks with Redwings or sometimesMeadow Pipits), Mistle Thrushes rarely
form flocks with other thrushes and prefer to fly in groups of their own (made up of between five and fifty birds) usually in a
loose formation. In flight large white patches are often visible under the wings.

Aside from their size (26-29cmwith a 45cmwingspan), Mistle Thrushes are distinguished from Song Thrushes by their grey-
brown upperparts and the bold, irregularly patterned spots on their pale breasts. The juvenileMistle Thrush (below left) has
white teardrop-shaped spots on its back and head along with scaly underparts

Mistle!rush
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An appreciation

Turdus viscivorus
A large powerful thrushwhich often uses its size to full effect by adopting a bold upright stance, theMistle
Thrush (named thus for its love ofMistletoe) can appear to be a formidable bird especially when fiercely
defending food sources such as Holly, Yew and Rowan trees from other competitors in the vicinity.
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THEMISTLE THRUSH
INWORDANDSONG

With a distinctive fluting and rather
melancholy song (containing short phrases
and long pauses) sung from high perches,
theMistle Thrush is one of the earliest
species to start singing each year.

The poet and novelist Edward Thomas
(1878-1917), while best known for his war
poems, also wrote extensively on the
countryside, capturing the sight and sound
of aMistle Thrush in full song in his poem
The Thrush.

“I hear the thrush, and I see
Him alone at the end of the lane
Near the bare poplar’s tip,
Singing continuously.”

Known in rural communities as the
“stormcock” for singing in all weathers, the
Mistle Thrush’s indomitable qualities are
evoked by Thomas through a sense of
wonder expressed in the same poem.

“WhenWinter’s ahead
What can you read in November
That you read in April
WhenWinter’s dead?”

With its openwoodland
areas (containing awide
range of tall trees
including Plane,
Lombardy Poplar and
HolmOak) and ample
pastures, Finsbury
Park in North London
offers ideal habitat for
Mistle Thrusheswho
continue to thrive there.

Generally finding them
requires walking only a short
distance into the park where they
can often be found feeding on the ground
or announcing their presence overhead with their signature rattling calls.

They often allow pleasingly close views as the photographs in this feature
show.

With a plentiful supply of worms, insects and berries to sustain them,Mistle
Thrushes need to contend only with the steady stream of strollers, cyclists,
skateboarders and joggers who frequent the park.

With confidence in their swift reactions, these admirable birds seem largely
unfazed by such disturbances and are helped by passers-by being largely
oblivious to their presence.

Their nests are at a safe height (usually thirty feet or more) though large and
untidy, sometimes including plastic and waste materials alongside assorted
grasses.With a lifespan of only three years, Mistle Thrushes deserve all the
help we can provide.

Finsbury Park –
a haven for Mistle thrushes
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OnTour: America
What’s the birdie: United States of America special

Can you identify these American bird species? The photos have been distorted tomake it a
littlemore difficult. Go to page 43 to check your answers.



OnTour: Coastal birds in
the Yucatan inWinter

British Nature Guide
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Grey Plover

It is not just people who enjoy spending time at the beach. Top row: Laughing Gull, Magnificent Frigatebird, Brown Pelican

and Turnstone. Bottom row;Willet, Royal Tern and Least Sandpiper.
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OnTour: Arizona
United States of America special

AcornWoodpecker

More than 500 species of birds can be seen in Arizona, of which, around 300 breed in the state.
The rest are either rare vagrants, or are only seen as they pass through onmigration in the spring and autumn.

Arizona is slightly larger in area than the UKwith a population of less than 8million people, compared to 68million in the
UK. This leaves plenty of space for birds. Mourning Dove, House Finch, Lesser Goldfinch,White-winged Dove and Yellow-
rumpedWarblers are commonly seen birds.

Hummingbirds can be seen all year round, with thirteen species possible. Some are migrants. The greatest variety can be
found between April and September. Look out for Rufous, Anna’s, Black-chinned, Calliope and Costa’s Hummingbirds.

CactusWren NorthernMockingbird

Black-chinned
Hummingbird

Scott’s Oriole
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Ducks, swans, and geese are all
members of the Anatidae family of
water birds. There are only about 162
species in this family. There are 7
species of swans, 17 species of geese,
and 138 species of ducks.

Just under 50 species of Anatidae occur
in South America. TheMagellanic
Flightless Steamer Duck, as its name
implies is unable to fly. It is a very heavy
duck with small wings which it uses as
paddles to help it to move quickly across
the water. The BrazilianMerganser is
one of the most endangered duck
species in the world with a total
population which may be as small as 50
individuals.

The Laysan Duck in the Pacific has a
total population of around 500 birds.
Living on one islandmakes the species
very vulnerable to extinction. It is
critically endangered.

Baer's Pochard in Asia could well be the
next species of duck to become extinct
in the wild. The population could be as
low as 150 individuals and numbers are
still declining. Captive breeding may
well be this species’ only hope for
survival.

With a range covering Europe, North
America and Asia theMallard is one of
the most numerous wild ducks, with a

world population of around 20million
birds.

Several species of Anatidae have been
declared extinct in the last 200 years,
the Crested Shelduck from Asia, the
MarianaMallard from the west Pacific,
the Finsch's Duck fromNewZealand,
the Labrador Duck fromNorth America,
the Pink-headedDuck from India, and
the New ZealandMerganser.

There is still a slim chance that the Pink-
headedDuckmight still exist, even
though there have been no confirmed
sightings since the 1950s.The species
could still cling on in remote parts of
Myanmar.

Expeditions have beenmounted but
with no success. Intriguing reports of
possible sightings continue to come out
of the area.

You can see a lot of the world’s duck
species in Britain and Europe. 20
species occur on a regular basis, and 19
more are occasional visitors.

The Scaup is the rarest breeding duck in
the UK. Thousands winter around our
coasts, but only a handful of pairs
remain here to breed.

14 duck species occur In Australia,
including six species which are endemic
to Australia. These are Blue-billed Duck,
Musk Duck, Pink-eared Duck, Freckled
Duck, ManedDuck and Chestnut Teal.

New species of duck are still being
identified. Until recently the Teal (Anas
crecca) and the Green-winged Teal
(Anas carolinensis) were considered to
be the same species.

60members of the Anatidae family
occur in Africa, somemigrating there
from the north to overwinter. One of
the rarest species of duck in the world is
theMadagascar Pochard. It had been
thought to be extinct at the end of the
last century, until a small population of
about 20 birds was discovered in 2006.

After a successfulWWF captive
breeding program, the population is
now over 100, and some have even been
released back into the wild.

In Britain there are several species of
introduced Anatidae including
Mandarin, Egyptian Goose, Red-crested
Pochard and Black Swan.

A look at

Male and femaleMallard
One of the most widely occurring species

Ducks
Pacific Black Duck



Location: TottenhamHale, LondonN17

Management: Haringey Council

Friends of the Paddock

Opening times: Free access all year round

How to get there:Near to TottenhamHale train/tube

station (East AngliaMain Line/Victoria Line)

The Paddock Community Nature Reserve (named thus

as it was used for horse grazing postWorldWar I)

opened in 2000 and is one of sixty designated nature

sites in the London Borough of Haringey.

Located on Ferry Lane a short distance from entrances

toWalthamstowWetlands (which it borders on its north

side), this 8-acre site offers young woodland and scrub

habitat (mainly Elder, Blackberry andWillow) combined

with moss covered rubble piles (dating from the Victoria

Line extension) and patches of cut grass including a

picnic area.
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A site previously prone to neglect, commendable efforts have beenmade by The Conservation Volunteers to remove

litter and encourage interest in the wildlife that can be found there (see signs above).With its sheltered woodland

glades, the Paddock is also a great spot to find the first butterflies of the year.

recommended nature reserve

Brimstone PEACOCK

COMMA FEMALE ORANGE-TIP

ThePaddock



This year a sunny late February day brought out Peacock, Comma and Small Tortoiseshell with Brimstone, Orange-Tip

and SmallWhite following inMarch. Once the season is in progress, patience can be rewarded on even cool blustery

days with the smallest hint of sunshine usually leading to an intrepid butterfly or two breaking cover in any of numerous

sheltered spots. Most of the UK’s more widespread butterfly species can be found on site during the year with many

settling in sunny glades to allow pleasing photo opportunities.
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SPECKLED WOOD Small Tortoiseshell

Seven-spot Ladybird Banded Demoiselle

Blackcap (male) Grey Heron

Awide range of other insects can be found through the year with bumblebees in flight from early spring until late

autumn includingWhite-tailed, Buff-tailed and Red-tailed Bumblebees, plus CommonCarder Bee. Being a short

distance from the River Lea diversion channel/LowMaynard Reservoir you are also likely to encounter resting

dragonflies or damselflies including BandedDemoiselles which are so abundant nearby.

Ideal for observing the changing seasons, the Paddock becomes alive with birdsong during springtime as Chiffchaffs

begin calling their name and Blackcaps launch into their joyous flurries of melody. A wide variety of woodland bird

species can be seen and heard including Song Thrush, Great-spottedWoodpecker and Jay, while from the water’s edge

on the north side youmay be lucky enough to enjoy a close view of a Kingfisher, Little Egret or Grey Heron.Well worth a

visit if seeking a quiet alternative to the busy nearbyWetlands.
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TheAnswers : How did you do?

theanswers
� Page 6:Mini-Quiz
This is a picture of a

femaleMallard. Look

carefully and you will see

that she is sheltering a

duckling

Previous names of butterflies
Lineola Skipper is now Essex Skipper

Clouded Argus is nowGatekeeper

Rock-eyed Underwing is nowGrayling

Wood Blue is nowHolly Blue

Greasy Fritillary is nowMarsh Fritillary

Answers to test of wildlife general knowledge
1 – Youwould find aWombat in Australia.

2 – AWhale Shark weighs more than 10,000 kgs,

twice as much as an African Elephant.

3 –Whirligig, Scarab andDung are all types of beetle.

4 – You find wild gorillas in Africa.
5 –Wild Alpacas live in South America.

6 – A Snapdragon is a plant.
7 – Chimney, Vaux’s andWhite-throated are all types

of Swift.

8 – Chicken-of-the-Woods is a fungus.

9 – Youwould find aWalrus in the Arctic.

10 – A Slow Loris is a small nocturnal primate.

11 - DREGIN PROVEL – RINGEDPLOVER

WURCLE - CURLEW

NOTSUNTER - TURNSTONE

CHEERYCATTORS - OYSTERCATCHER

PULPER PRADSNIPE – PURPLE SANDPIPER

� This semi-aquatic African
mammal is aHippopotamus.

� Page 17:
Pushme-pull you
The speciesmerged together areGreat CrestedGrebe

andGreylagGoose.

� Page 18:Wildflower ID

� Page 11: Answers to I spy with my little eye

B…Butterfly F…Fly R…Rabbit D…Deer S…SwanG…Goose
L…LizardW…Wasp T…Toad A…Ant

Left - top to
bottom

Common Ragwort,
Viper’s Bugloss,

Honeysuckle, Field
Bindweed.

Right - top to
bottom

Common Mallow,
Yarrow, Common

Restharrow,
Borage.



� Page 26: Answer below to Australian birdsWordsearch
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� Page 10: Butterflies in the park � Page 36:What’s the Birdie USA

� Page 17:

Around the Globe
Lesser Bird-of-Paradise, Tiger, Orangutan,
KomodoDragon and Giant Panda are
found in Asia.

Armadillo, Jaguar, Sloth, Anaconda and
Spectacled Bear are found in South
America.

Zebra, Springbok, Okapi, Wildebeest and
Giraffe are found in

� Page 28 Scientific names:
Larus glaucoides – Iceland Gull

Puffinus puffinus –Manx Shearwater

Rallus aquaticus –Water Rail

Platalea leucorodia - Spoonbill

Spatula clypeata - Shoveler

Mergus merganser - Goosander

Passer domesticus – House Sparrow

Locustella naevia – GrasshopperWarbler

Emberiza calandra – Corn Bunting

Loxia curvirostra - Crossbill

theanswers



AVERY SAD FACT TO ENDWITH:
The Small Tortoiseshell was once a very

common butterfly species in the UK.

In the last 50 years numbers have fallen by

around 75%. They can still be seen over

most of the country, but in nowhere near

the numbers seen in the past.

OurWorld needs our help.

Thankyou fromall ofour teamfor taking
the timeto read thise-magazine.
If youhaveenjoyed reading it, please tell your
friendsabout it.

� Page 31: The answers to North American BirdWordsearch
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Likewhat you’ve seen?

All past editions of the magazine can be downloaded at

britishnatureguide.com


